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ADMISSION CONTROL OF SESSIONS WITH PREFERENCE LISTS

BACKGROUND

Technical Field

The invention relates to communications sessions on data networks.

Discussion of the Related Art

This section introduces aspects that may be helpful to facilitating a better

understanding of the inventions. Accordingly, the statements of this section are to be

read in this light. The statements of this section are not to be understood as

admissions about either what is in the prior art or what is not in the prior art.

Some data network architectures include separate service and transport planes.

The service plane handles control functions related to communications sessions, e.g.,

control functions related to admission, setup, and termination of communication

sessions. The service plane uses one or more special protocols to support control

messages for its control functions, e.g., Session-Initiation Protocol (SIP) and Session

Description Protocol (SDP). The transport plane handles the routing and delivery of

data carrying user packets. The transport plane may use a variety of transport and

control protocols, e.g., Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP), Internet Protocol (IP),

and User Datagram Protocol (UDP). While the service and transport planes perform

different functions, there is often a need to transport control information and data

between these two planes. Indeed, the network architecture may include, e.g., one or

more other entities that support the transport of such information and data so that

requests from the service plane can be performed at the transport plane.

At the service plane, the communications protocol typically enables users

connected to edge network nodes to request access to network resources in messages

that request and negotiate new communications sessions. The network resources may

include port(s) of network node(s), codecs for handling specific media data, policing

devices for monitoring communications sessions, and/or marking devices for adjust

quality-of-services (QoSs) of data packets. At the service plane, some protocols

further enable the users, which are connected to edge nodes, to reserve access to a list

of alternate network resources, e.g., alternate codecs for processing of data during the



communications session. Such users will then, be able to select a codec from the list

as appropriate to process data during the communication session.

One communications protocol with the above-discussed characteristics is

SDP. In SDP, message(s) for requests to admit a new communications session and/or

message(s) for replying to such requests may include session parameter data similar in

form to the following data:

m=audio 3587 RTP/AVP 18 96 2 15 0
a= rtpmap:96 i:LBC/8000
a=sendrecv

The above session parameter data designates that audio data be received on port 3587

via the RTP/AVP protocols and be treated by one of five codecs identified on the SDP

message's preference list. The preference list identifies the five codecs as 18, 96, 2,

15, and 0. If the communications session is admitted, a user who is connected to the

source or destination node will be able to use any of the five codecs on this list to treat

audio data of the communications session at the port 3587. At one time, any one of

the codecs on the preference list can be designated to treat such audio data for the

communications session, and the codec so designated may be changed during the

communications session. The codecs on such a preference list may have different

input bandwidth requirements.

At the service plane, messages requesting admission of a new communications

session and/or messages replying to such request messages may include requests to

support data of other media types. For that reason, SDP messages may include other

preference lists. The other preference lists may indicate codec(s) for treating of data

of other media types during the communications session.

BRIEF SUMMARY

A first method includes receiving a request for admission of a new

communications session to a data network. The requested admission is such that the

new communications session is granted a first set of one or more bandwidth usages of

a resource of the network in response to being admitted. Each of one or more

admitted communications sessions concurrently has a granted set of one or more

bandwidth usages of the resource. The method includes admitting the new

communications session to the data network in response to a sum being larger than an



effective input bandwidth of the resource. The sum sums the largest bandwidth usage

in the each of the sets. Each admitted communications session is able to access a

bandwidth of the resource up to any of the one or more bandwidth usages in its own

one of the sets.

In some embodiments of the first method, the step of admitting includes

predicting a total bandwidth usage of the resource by the new communications

session. In some such embodiments, each set may be a preference list. In some such

embodiments, the predicted total bandwidth may depend on the order of the

bandwidth usages in the preference lists.

In some embodiments of the first method, the resource is a port on a node in

the data network.

In some embodiments of the first method, the request indicates a probability

that each bandwidth usage of the set of the request will be used by the

communications session in response to being admitted to the network.

In some embodiments of the first method, the act of admitting is such that the

new communications session is granted a set of one or more bandwidth usages on

another resource of the network. Each of one or more admitted communications

sessions concurrently has a granted set of one or more bandwidth usages on the

another resource. A sum is larger than an effective input bandwidth of the second

resource. The sum sums the largest bandwidth usage of each granted set of one or

more bandwidth usages on the another resource. Each admitted communications

session is able to access bandwidth of the second resource up to any of the one or

more bandwidth usages in its own sets.

A second method includes sending a request for admission of a new

communications session to a data network. The admission is such that the new

communications session is granted a set of one or more bandwidth usages of a

resource of the network in response to being admitted. Each of one or more admitted

communications sessions concurrently has a granted set of one or more bandwidth

usages of the resource. The method includes receiving a message admitting the new

communications session to the data network in response to a sum being larger than an

effective input bandwidth of the resource. The sum sums the largest bandwidth usage

of the resource in the each of the sets. Each admitted communications session is able



to access a bandwidth of the resource up to any of the one or more bandwidth usages

in its own one of the sets.

In some embodiments of the second method, the resource is a port on a node

in the data network.

In some embodiments of the second method, the request indicates a

probability that each bandwidth usage of the set in the request will be used by the

Communications session in response to being admitted to the network.

In some embodiments of the second method, each set is a preference list.

In some embodiments of the second method, the admission grants a set of one

or more bandwidth usages on another resource of the network to the new

Communications session. Each of one or more admitted communications sessions

concurrently has a granted set of one or more bandwidth usages on the another

resource. A sum of the largest bandwidth usage of each granted set of one or more of

bandwidth usages on the another resource is larger than an effective input bandwidth

of the another resource. Each admitted communications session is able to access

bandwidth of the another resource up to any of the one or more bandwidth usages in

its own sets of bandwidth usages on the another source.

Various devices include data storage media that are encoded with programs of

instructions in computer-executable forms. The instructions of such program are

configured to perform the steps of one of the above-described methods. In particular,

the above methods may be encoded in to machine-executable programs stored on such

data storage media.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 illustrates a portion of an exemplary data network that supports both

a service plane and a transport plane;

Figure 2 schematically illustrates an exemplary process for admitting a new

communications session on the data network of Figure 1;

Figure 3A is flowchart that illustrates one exemplary method for treating a

request to set up a new communications session on a data network, e.g., on the data

network of Figures 1 - 2;



Figure 3B is flowchart illustrating one exemplary method for interacting with

service plane to set up a new communications session on a data network, e.g., on the

data network of Figures 1 - 2;

Figure 3C is a flowchart illustrating a method for deciding whether to admit a

communications session onto a data network, e.g., the data network of Figures 1 - 2;

Figure 4 plots tail probability distributions for bandwidth usages derived from

a preference list with three elements and also plots a least upper bounding function for

said exemplary tail probability functions;

Figure 5 is a flowchart that illustrates one method for estimating or predicting

the total bandwidth usage on a resource by current and new communications sessions,

e.g., as performed in the method of Figure 3C.

Herein, various embodiments are described more fully by the Figures and the

Detailed Description of Illustrative Embodiments. Nevertheless, the inventions may

be embodied in various forms and are not limited to the embodiments described in the

Figures and Detailed Description of Illustrative Embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE EMBODIMENTS

Figure 1 illustrates a portion of an exemplary embodiment of a data network

10 that supports a service plane (TP), a transport plane (TP), and a resource control

function (RC). The service plane controls the management of communications

sessions in the data network 10. In particular, the service plane may control the

establishment of communication sessions, the negotiation of parameters of

communication sessions, and the termination of communications sessions. The

transport plane controls the actual transport of data, e.g., user packets carrying data

for various media types, between source and destination nodes. The resource control

function, enables the exchange of control and monitoring information between the

service plane, SP, and the transport planes, TP, and performs, e.g., the admission

control of communication sessions. The resource control function may be part of the

service and/or transport planes or may be an intermediator between the service and

transport planes.

The data network 10 includes core nodes 12, edge nodes 14, links 16 that

connect the nodes 12, 14, and one or more servers 18. The nodes 12, 14, and links 16

support the transport plane and generally support the transport of user data. The edge



nodes 14 can connect users, e.g., USER 1 and USER 2, to the data network 10. The

one or more servers 18 store a copy and/or portions of copies of one or more control

entities in computer executable forms on data storage devices therein. For example,

the servers 18 may store in computer-executable forms one or more of the control

entities that support the service plane and/or one or more intermediators, e.g., the RC,

between the service and transport planes.

Herein, various embodiments of the data network 10 may have different

numbers of nodes 12, 14, links 16, and/or servers 18, different topologies and/or

different transport media, e.g., wireless or wired media. The data network 10 may

support either circuit-based or circuit-less communications between the nodes 12, 14.

Often, control software for the service plane and for transport plane is located

on different network devices. For example, the control software for the service plane

is often stored in the separate servers 18. That is, said control software is stored in

computer readable form on data storage media in the separate servers 18. In contrast,

the control software for the transport plane is often stored in the network nodes 12,

14. That is, said control software is stored in computer readable form on data storage

media in the nodes 12, 14. Indeed, data is often transmitted along different paths at

the transport plane and the service plane, e.g., as illustrated by the respective paths p i

and p2.

The various embodiments of the data network 10 may support a variety of

conventional communication architectures, standards and/or formats. Exemplary

embodiments may comply, e.g., with communications architectures and/or standards

under the third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), 3GPP2, ETSI TISPAN, ITU-T

Next-Generation Network (NGN), PacketCable PS, and/or IP Mulitmedia Subsystem

(IMS). Exemplary embodiments may support, e.g., at the service plane, protocols

such as SIP and/or SDP and, e.g., at the transport plane, protocols such as IP, MPLS

and/or asynchronous transmission mode (ATM).

The data network 10 may have a single domain or multiple domains. For

example, the illustrated embodiment has two domains Dl and D2. Such separate

domains Dl and D2 may be controlled by different entities or companies and may

employ different communications protocols.



In various embodiments, the data network 10 is configured to reserve network

resources and/or portions thereof to support the individual communications sessions

thereon. Exemplary network resources include ports on nodes, e.g., ports on edge

nodes, policing device monitors, and marking devices that can effectively change

quality-of-services of data packets. A network resource such as a port of a network

node may be characterized by a total bandwidth and an available bandwidth, e.g., an

unused part of the total bandwidth.

In circuit-based and datagram-based embodiments of the data network, such

reservations may include the set up of entry gates at the edges of the data network,

e.g., admission control. Such reservations may also include setting up bandwidth

reservations at various locations in the data network 10, e.g., at ports on edge nodes.

The network's control entities decide whether to admit a new communications session

based, in part, based on the sizes of the requests for network resource in the requests

for new communications session and the current availabilities for said network

resources. The control entities also typically decide how to reserve requested network

resources in a way that accommodates the needs of the current communication

sessions. Often, such decisions, which relate to requests for network resources,

involve edge resources such as ports on nodes and bandwidths on such ports.

Figure 2 schematically illustrates the interactions between the various entities

of the data network 10 of Figure 1. The illustrated entities include the service plane

(SP), the transport plane (TP), a resource control function (RC), and users, i.e., USER

1 and USER 2. The users connect to edge source and destination network nodes 14.

Figure 2 illustrates a process for setting up a new communications session

between USERs 1 and 2. In the set up process, the source node 12 transmits a request

to admit the new communications session to the service plane (step A). The request

includes session parameters and identifies one or more destination nodes 12 for the

communications session. The request may be, e.g., a SIP message having a portion in

the SDP format or in another format. In response to receiving the request, the service

plane typically transmits a portion of the request to the destination node 12 to enable

negotiation of the session parameters (step B). Then, the destination node transmits a

reply to the service plane with acceptable session parameters (step C). The reply may

have the same format or a similar format to the request from the source node. In



response to receiving the reply, the service plane may transmit an admission request

to the resource control function, RC (step D). The transmitted admission request may

include the negotiated parameters for the communications session as determined by

the service-plane communications with the source and destination nodes. In response

to receiving the admission request, the resource control function determines whether

to admit or reject the request for the new communications session (step E). The

determination of the resource control function is based, at least in part, on the network

resource availabilities at the transport plane, e.g., availabilities of edge resources. For

example, the resource control function may base such admit/not admit decisions on

quality of service requirements of the current and requested communications sessions.

The resource control function may communicate with one or more network elements

or functions of the transport plane to obtain data on resource availability and in some

embodiments, may obtain data on current resource usage.

If the requested new communications session is admitted, the resource control

function transmits one or more messages to the transport plane to effectively reserve

resource(s) for the accepted new communications session (step F). For example, the

messages may request that the transport layer setup gates, traffic policers, packet

markers, etc. to allow the transmission of the communications session's user media

data between the source and destination nodes with the requested quality-of-service.

Next, the resource control function transmits the decision to admit or not admit the

requested new communications session to the service plane (step G). Then, the

service plane transmits a "session admitted" or a "session not admitted" decision to

the source and destination nodes via the service plane protocol (step H). This service

plane communication may include admitted parameters for the communications

session if the communications session is accepted.

In response to receiving a "session admitted" decision, the source node and/or

destination node transmit data for the communications session, e.g., to each other, via

the transport plane (step I).

Other embodiments of the data network 10 of Figure 1 may support different

message exchange sequences that involve the service plane, transport plane, and

resource control function to establish a new communications session.



For example, the data network may support either a pull control model as well

as a push control model. In the pull control model, steps A - E of the above-

described method for setting up a communications session are still performed. Then,

the resource control function returns an admission token to one of the users at step F if

the decision at step E was to admit the communications session. Then, the admission

token is returned to the user, e.g., via a message through the service plane. If the

communications session has been admitted, one of the users then, sends a signaling

message, e.g., via RSVP, to the transport plane in order to reserve network resources.

In response, the transport layer pulls information for installing a gate for the

communications session via the resource control function. Then, the transport layer

acknowledges the signaling request to the user, and the users can start transferring

data via the admitted communications session.

Termination of a communications session would typically involve similar

exchanges messages between the source and destination nodes at the service plane

and between the resource control function and the service and transport planes.

The embodiments include methods for deciding whether to admit a new

communications session based on the current availability of network resources that

are the requested for the new communications session, e.g., at step E of Figure 2.

Such admission decisions may be based on one or more preference lists for said one

or more network resources, e.g., network resources on edge nodes. Such preference

lists may be in the initial request from the source node to the service plane at step A,

the reply from the destination node to the service plane at step C, and any negotiated

session parameters in the request from the service plane to the resource control

function at step D. Indeed, the resource control function typically uses data

corresponding to such preference list(s) in making the admission decision at step E of

Figure 2. The preference list may be in the request for the new communications

session and/or in the reply by that destination node to such a request makes during the

negotiations for the communications session's parameters, e.g., as in illustrated in

Figure 2 .

Figure 3A illustrates a method 20 for handling a request to set up a new

communications session on a data network, e.g., in the service plane and/or resource

control function Figure 2. The method 20 includes receiving a request for admission



of a new communications session to the data network (step 22). The requested

admission is such that the new communications session will be granted a first set of

one or more bandwidth usages of a resource of the network in response to being

admitted. Each admitted communications session concurrently has a granted set of

one or more bandwidth usages of the resource. The method 20 includes admitting the

new communications session to the data network in response to a sum being larger

than an effective input bandwidth of the resource (step 23). The sum is a sum of the

largest bandwidth usage in the each of the sets of bandwidth usages. Each admitted

communications session is able to access a bandwidth of the resource up to any of the

largest bandwidth usage in its own one of the sets.

Figure 3B illustrates one exemplary method 24 for interacting with the service

plane to set up a new communications session on a data network, e.g., the service

plane of Figure 2. The method 25 includes sending a request for admission of a new

communications session to a data network, e.g., to the service plane therein (step 27).

The requested admission is configured such that the new communications session is

granted a set of one or more bandwidth usages of a resource of the network in

response to being admitted. Each of one or more admitted communications sessions

concurrently has a granted set of one or more bandwidth usages of the resource. The

method 25 includes receiving a message admitting the new communications session

to the data network in response to a sum being larger than an effective input

bandwidth of the resource (step 28). The sum sums the largest bandwidth usage of

the resource in each of the sets. Each admitted communications session is able to

access a bandwidth of the resource up to any of the one or more bandwidth usages in

its own one of the sets.

Figure 3C illustrates a method 30 for deciding whether to admit a new

communications session to a data network as described, e.g., in step E of Figure 2,

step 23 of Figure 3A and/or step 28 of Figure 3B.

The method 30 includes receiving a request to set up the new communications

session (step 32). The request includes one or more preference lists, i.e., one such list

for each network resource requested for the communications session. The network

resources are, e.g., ports on network nodes. Each preference list is an ordered

sequence of one or more elements where each element defines values of one or more



session parameters that relate to the particular network resource. In a preference list,

the ordering of the elements indicates a statistical preference in the sense that the

probability of selecting the set of session parameters of any element therein is

ordered. Indeed, changing the order of the elements in a preference list typically

changes the relative probabilities that the corresponding sets of session parameters

will be used while the associated communications session is admitted to the data

network. The one or more parameters explicitly or implicitly represent a potential

bandwidth usage of the network resource by the communications session. The

parameters may also identify a software and/or a hardware device used by the

communications session, e.g., a device that handles one media type received at the

corresponding network resource. During a communications session, the session

parameters may change between those of different elements of the one or more

preference lists, e.g., the resulting bandwidth usage may change at the transport plane.

Examples of preference lists include the lists in SDP messages that source

and/or destination nodes exchange with the service plane during the negotiations of

session parameters, e.g., as in steps A and C of Figure 2. In particular, each media

type, an SDP message effectively has a line of the following form:

m=media_type port_Id protocols cldl cld2 cld3 . . .

Here, media_type identifies the media type to be transmitted, e.g., video or audio,

port_Id identifies a port on a node that will receive the media type, and cldl , cld2,

. . .cldN are identifiers of codecs that may be used to process the received data of the

specified media type at the specified node's port. Since each codec, i.e., cldl . . ., of

the list typically has a required effective input bandwidth, the communications session

will use the required effective input bandwidth for the cldk while the codec cldk is

being used. For that reason, corresponding to such an ordered list of codecs is a

corresponding implied ordered list of potential bandwidth usages, i.e., Bi .... BN . The

K-th bandwidth, BK, on the ordered list of bandwidth usages is the required input

bandwidth for the K-th codec.

The method 30 includes providing a prediction of the total bandwidth usage

for each network resource that is requested for the new communications session (step

34). Here, each prediction is for the total bandwidth usage that would result from the

new and currently admitted communications sessions together if the request for



admission of the new communications session were granted. For any network

resource, the prediction involves estimating probable bandwidth usage of the network

resource by one or more communications sessions and in some embodiments, also

involves measuring the bandwidth usage of the network resource by one or more

other communications sessions. In embodiments where the estimation is based on

one or more measured bandwidth usages, the measurements may be averaged over a

selected recent time interval. The performance of such measurements may include

monitoring bandwidth usages of various network resources, e.g., at edges of the

network. In some embodiments, the prediction of each total bandwidth usage is based

on probability distributions for bandwidth usages by the various communications

sessions, and the parameters defining the probability distributions are in one or more

of the messages that request or reply to a request for the admission of the new

communications session. Alternately, the parameters defining such probability

distributions may be predicted based on the implied order in each preference list.

The method 30 includes deciding whether to admit the requested new

communications session based on a comparison of the predicted total bandwidth

usage at each such requested network resource and the currently available bandwidth

at each such network resource (step 36). If the prediction of the total bandwidth usage

at one requested network resource is greater than the currently available, i.e., unused,

bandwidth at that network resource, the performance of step 36 typically involves

deciding to not admit the requested new communications session. If the prediction of

the total bandwidth usage at each requested network resource is less that the currently

available, i.e., unused, bandwidth at each such network resource, the performance of

step 36 may include admitting the requested new communications session. That is, in

this case, the new communications session will be admitted if any other conditions on

the admission of the new communications session are also satisfied.

At step 34, the method 30 includes producing probability distribution(s) that

estimate total bandwidth usage(s) for specific network resource(s) either based on

preference list(s) that correspond to the network resource(s) or based on a known

probability distribution(s) for such bandwidth usage(s) on the specific network

resource(s). Such preference lists or known probability distributions for the

bandwidth usages may be included in the service-plane requests and/or replies at step



A and/or C of Figure 2 and may be included in the admission request to the resource

control function at step D of Figure 2.

One method for predicting a probability distribution for the bandwidth usage

of a network resource by a specific communication session is based on the preference

list of the communication session. This method produces a predicted bandwidth

usage that is both less than or equal to the largest bandwidth on the preference list and

is greater than or equal to the ordinary uniform average of the bandwidth usages of

the preference list. Such a predicted probability distribution for bandwidth usage is

based on general order of preference information that is typically inherent in a

preference list as discussed below.

In particular, a preference list orders its elements in order of decreasing

probable use during the communications session. Thus, a preference list of N

elements will provide a corresponding sequence B , B2, . . . BN where each Bk is the

parameter for the potential bandwidth usage at an associated network resource for the

k-th element of the preference list. Corresponding to the sequence B1, B2, . . . BN of

potential bandwidth usages is a second sequence of bandwidth usage probabilities Pi,

P2, ... PN- The bandwidth usage probabilities P , . . . PN may or may not be specified

in any service-level message that defines a preference list. Each member Pj of the

second sequence is a probability that the communications session will use the

corresponding bandwidth Bj of the first sequence. Due to the inherent ordering in the

preference list, the probability Pj that the j-th bandwidth will be used by the

communications session is greater than or equal to the probability, Pj, that the i-th

bandwidth will be used by the communications session if j < i . That is, Pi ≥ P2 > ...

> PN ≥ 0 . Furthermore, the sum of the probabilities satisfies P1 + P2 + .. . + PN = 1.

With these definitions the prediction of the probability distribution of bandwidth

usage by the communications session is given by the least upper bounding function

PLUB of the tail probability functions P[x]. Here, each tail probability function P[x]

is defined by:

P[x] = Pr Θ(B, - x) + P2- Θ(B2 - x) + ... + PN- Θ (BN - x).

Herein, the step function Θ(y) satisfies Θ(y) 1 for y > 0 and satisfies Θ(y) = 0 for y

< 0 . Each tail probability function P[x] is a non-increasing, piecewise constant

function of the total used bandwidth "x" and is a linear function of components of the



usage probabilities vector (Pi, P2, . . . , PN) . Each tail probability function P[x] also

has a jump discontinuity at each bandwidth usage "x" that satisfies x = Bk for k = 1, 2,

. . ., N.

The lowest upper bounding function P LUBM for the tail probability functions,

i.e., the P[x]'s, provides the above-described prediction for the probability

distribution of bandwidth usage at the network resource during the corresponding

communications session.

Each tail probability P[x] may be directly evaluated in embodiments where

both the potential bandwidth usage vector (B 1, . . ., BN) and the usage probabilities

vector (P1, . . ., PN) are known or explicitly calculable. In some embodiments, the

usage probabilities vector (P1, P2, ..., PN) is not known to the control entity that

decides whether to admit a communications session. Indeed, the session-plane

request and reply messages for admitting a session may not provide the parameters

needed to explicitly define such a usage probabilities vector. In such embodiments,

the least upper bounding function PLUB [X] for the tail probabilities P[x] may still be

evaluated by using the constraints that define the N-I dimensional region in which the

Pj ' s lie. This region is a polytope is located in the (N-l)-dimensional plane defined by

1 = Pi + ... + PN- The edges of this polytope are defined by the constraints: Pi > P2 >

.. . > PN ≥ 0, which are typically inherent in the ordering of elements of a preference

list.

Since the tail probability functions P[x] are linear functions of the component

Pm' s for fixed bandwidth usage "x", each P[x] will have its largest value at one of the

corners of the above-described polytope to which usage probabilities vector (Pi, ...,

PN) are confined. The N corners of this polytope are the N-dimensional vectors

defined by Pj = 1/m for j = 1 .. . m and Pj = 0 for each integer m satisfying m = 1, . . .,

N . The least upper bounding function PLUBM f° r m e t a probability functions P[x] is

found by evaluating a P[x] at a corner of the above-described polytope and then,

defining the least upper bound function to be the function that is the least upper bound

on the tail probability functions P[x] at those corners. From the above description of

the corners of the polytope, the evaluation of the least upper bounding function,

P LUB M , is straight forward.



Figure 4 illustrates the above-method for providing a predictions of the

bandwidth usage of a communications session for a preference list with three

elements, wherein the preference list corresponds to the potential bandwidth usage

vector (2, 1, 4). For this potential bandwidth usage vector, the 2-dimensional

polytope to which the bandwidth usage probabilities are constrained has corners at the

probability vectors A, B, and C, where A = (1, 0, 0), B = ( Vi, Vi, 0), and C = (1/3, 1/3,

1/3). Each such corner defines a tail distribution function for the potential bandwidth

usage by the corresponding communications session. The corner tail-distribution

functions , PAM, , PBW, and , PcW are given by:

PAW = Θ(2 - x),

PBW = ['/»] [Θ(2 - x) + Θ(l - x)], and

PcW + [1/3]- [Θ(2 - x) + Θ(l - x) + Θ(4 - x)]

and are plotted in Figure 5. The least upper bounding function P LUBW of these three

tail functions is also easily evaluated as shown in Figure 5. The least upper bounding

function P LUB W i so a non-increasing, piecewise constant function in the potential

bandwidth usage and has a possible drop at each potential bandwidth usage of the

preference list, e.g., possible drops at 1, 2, and 4 in this example. Thus, from Figure

5 or from the above definitions of the tail probability functions at the corners of the

polytope, it follows that the least upper bounding function PLUBW has the value 1 for

X G [0, 2), the value 1/3 for x e (2, 4), and the value 0 for x > 4. Thus, the prediction

of the probability distribution function for potential bandwidth usage, PLUBW. y the

corresponding communications session is given by:

PLUBW= [2/3][ Θ(2 - x)] + [1/3][Θ(4 - x)].

This probability distribution function for potential bandwidth usage provides a lower

average potential bandwidth usage than the least upper bound of the potential

bandwidth usages of the preference list hi this example, this later value is the least

upper bound of components of (2, 1, 4), which is 4. This prediction, i.e., PLUBW > for

the probability distribution function of potential bandwidth usage also provides a

higher aver potential bandwidth usage than the uniform estimate for the probability

distribution of potential bandwidth usage. In this example, the uniform estimate

would be the tail probability function given by:



PUE [x]= [1/3][Θ(2 - x) + Θ( l - x) + Θ(4 - x)].

The PLUBM probability distribution functions can be used to predict

bandwidth usages at individual network resources by individual communications

sessions, e.g., in method 30 of Figure 3C.

One method 40 uses one or more PBU[X]'S to predict such bandwidth usages at

a network resource. In addition, the method 40 predicts a total bandwidth usage at the

network resource by a set of simultaneously active communications sessions when the

set includes the requested new communications session and the currently admitted

communications session(s). The method 40 provides one exemplary way of

performing step 34 in the method 30 as shown in Figure 3C.

The method 40 includes characterizing probability distribution(s) that predict

or estimate a potential bandwidth usage at the network resource by the currently

admitted communications session(s) (step 52). The characterization may include

determining the least upper bounding function P LUBM for the tail probability

functions PBU [X] of each current communications session that may use this network

resource, e.g., each session that has a preference list for this network resource. Each

such least upper bounding function PLUBM is found from the preference list of the

corresponding communications session as described above. Based on the appropriate

PLUBM >the step of characterizing of each such probability distribution may include,

e.g., determining the average bandwidth usage corresponding to the P LUBM and may

also include determining a standard deviation corresponding to the same P LUBM -

The method 50 includes characterizing a probability distribution that predicts

or estimates potential bandwidth usage at the same network resource by the requested

new communications session (step 54). The characterization includes, e.g.,

determining the least upper bounding function, P LUBM >for the tail probability

functions, i.e., the P[x]'s, for the potential bandwidth usage at the same network

element by the requested new communications session. This least upper bounding

function P LUB [X] is found from the preference list of the requested new

communications session as described above. Based on the PLUB M , the step of

characterizing of this probability distribution may also include, e.g., determining the

average bandwidth usage corresponding to this PLUBM an m ay also include

determining a standard deviation corresponding to this same PLUBM -



The method 50 includes evaluating an predicted total bandwidth usage of the

same network resource by the requested new and currently admitted communications

session(s) together (step 56). The evaluation of this prediction is performed as if the

requested new communications session were actually admitted. The prediction of this

total bandwidth usage is based on characterizations of the individual communications-

session probability distributions that were performed at steps 52 and 54. The

predicted total bandwidth usage is found from a probability distribution for the total

bandwidth usage, which is itself formed from the independent sessions' probability

distributions for bandwidth usage, i.e., the PLUBM'S of the individual communications

session. If the total number of currently admitted communications sessions is large,

e.g., about 50 or more such sessions use the requested network resource, then, the

Gaussian approximation may be used to combine the various probability distributions

of the individual communications sessions, i.e., the PLUBM'S. i some embodiments,

the central limit theorem is used to obtain the average total bandwidth usage of the

network resource and the associated standard deviation from the probability

distributions for potential bandwidth usage by the individual communications

sessions, i.e., the PLUB [X]'S. If the total number of communications sessions is not

large, the probability distributions of the individual communications sessions may be

combined by other methods known to those of skill in the art to obtain a probability

distribution for the total bandwidth usage at the network resource. The probability

distribution for the total bandwidth usage then, may be used to obtain various

predictions about the total bandwidth usage on the network resource. In some

embodiments, the prediction is that the total bandwidth usage of the network resource

will be the average bandwidth usage as determined from the combined probability

distribution, hi other embodiments, exemplary predictions are that the total

bandwidth usage of the network resource is the average bandwidth usage plus M

times the standard deviation as determined from the probability distribution for the

total bandwidth usage of the network resource hi such embodiments, M may be a

small positive number such as 1, 2, 3, or 4.

Other embodiments predict the total bandwidth usage of a network resource

by modifications of the method 50 of Figure 5 in which steps 52 and 56 are changed.

In such embodiments, the modified step 52 may involve measuring bandwidth usages



of the network resource by some or all of the currently admitted communications

sessions. For example, such measurements may be performed by network monitoring

at the transport plane in Figure 2 . In such embodiments, the least upper bounding

function(s) P LUB M for the new communications session and some or none of the

currently admitted communications sessions are used in conjunction with measured

bandwidth usages for the remainder of the currently admitted communications

sessions to predict the total bandwidth usage at the network resource when the new

and current communications sessions are simultaneously admitted. Again, a Gaussian

approximation/central limit theorem approach could be used to arrive at such a

prediction of the total bandwidth usage. One of skill in the art would understand how

to make such a prediction or estimate in light of the disclosure herein.

Yet other embodiments predict the total bandwidth usage of a network

resource based on known actual probability distributions for the potential bandwidth

usage of said network resource. In such embodiments, each preference list explicitly

or inherently defines both the potential bandwidth usage vector (Bi, . . ., BN) and the

usage probabilities vector (Pi, . . ., PN) for each network resource used by the

communications session. That is, such information is directly exchanged by the

session-plane messages that are involved with admitting the individual sessions.

Then, these explicit individual probability distributions can be combined by methods

known to those of skill in the art to obtain a probability distribution for the total

potential bandwidth usage of the network resource by the requested new

communications session and the currently admitted communications session(s)

together. For example, the Gaussian approximation and/or central limit theorem can

be used to make such a combination. The probability distribution function can then,

be used to make the prediction for the total bandwidth usage as required at the step 34

of Figure 3C. A exemplary predictions may be that the total bandwidth usage of the

network resource is its average bandwidth usage plus M times the standard deviation

as determined from the probability distribution for the total bandwidth usage. In such

embodiments, M may be a small positive number such as 1, 2, 3, or 4.

From the disclosure, drawings, and claims, other embodiments of the

invention will be apparent to those skilled in the art.



We Claim:

1. A method, comprising:

receiving a request for admission of a new communications session to a data

network, the requested admission being such that the new communications session is

granted a first set of one or more bandwidth usages of a resource of the network in

response to being admitted, each of one or more admitted communications sessions

concurrently having a granted set of one or more bandwidth usages of the resource; and

admitting the new communications session to the data network in response to a

sum being larger than an effective input bandwidth of the resource, the sum summing the

largest bandwidth usage in the each of the sets; and

wherein each admitted communications session is able to access a bandwidth of

the resource up to any one of the more or more bandwidth usages of its own one of the

sets.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the admitting includes predicting a total

bandwidth usage of the resource by the new communications session.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the request indicates a probability that each

bandwidth usage of the set in the request will be used by the communications session in

response to the request being admitted to the network.

4 . The method of claim 1, wherein each set is a preference list.

5. The method of claim 2, wherein each set is a preference list.

6 . A method, comprising:

sending a request for admission of a new communications session to a data

network, the admission being such that the new communications session is granted a set

one or more of bandwidth usages of a resource of the network in response to being



admitted, each of one or more admitted communications sessions concurrently having a

granted set of one or more bandwidth usages of the resource; and

receiving a message admitting the new communications session to the data

network in response to a sum being larger than an effective input bandwidth of the

resource, the sum summing the largest bandwidth usage in the each of the sets; and

wherein each admitted communications session is able to access a bandwidth of

the resource up to any of the one or more bandwidth usages in its own one of the sets.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the request indicates a probability that each

bandwidth usage of the set of the request will be used by the communications session in

response to being admitted to the network.

8. The method of claim 6, wherein the sending includes sending the request to a

service plane of the network.

9. The method of claim 6 wherein each set is a preference list.

10. The method of claim 6, wherein the admission grants a set of one or more

bandwidth usages on another resource of the network to the new communications

session, each of one or more admitted communications sessions concurrently having a

granted a set of one or more bandwidth usages on the another resource; and

wherein a sum is larger than an effective input bandwidth of the resource, the sum

summing the largest bandwidth usage of the another resource in the each of the sets; and

wherein each admitted communications session is able to access bandwidth of the

another resource up to any of the one or more bandwidth usages on the another resource

in its own sets.
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